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Controversy continues about the nature, classification, and even the existence of mental 
illness, i.e., the appropriatcncss of a "mcdical" versus a psychological, social, or cultural 
model of mcntal disorder. This controvcrsy, coupled with the complex issuc of rolc 
performance and cxpectation among mentally ill persons (or any other persons whose 
behaviors are considered potentially dcviant), finds cxpression in the present debate 
about "Iabclling." Sevcral major arguments have becn presented. Thomas Szasz, for 
cxamplc, maintains that "the phcnomena callcd mcntal illncss is a type of rolc and 
nothing but a role." He bclieves that we call people mentally ill when they behave in 
socially unacceptable, illcgitimate ways. An ovcrburdcncd houscwife "cscapcs from her 
lifc of drudgcry into the pretensc that she is thc Virgin ]\fary,-the role she has selected 
for hcrself," and she is then labellcd mcntally ilJ.1 In Szasz's dcw. psychiatry, like law, 
is ("()ncerJIcd mainly with defining which rules arc socially legitimate and, in the case of 
institutional psychiatry, S7asz's bete noirl', making deleterious dispositions on the basis 
of these definitions. 1\lental illness, in the traditional medical model, is largely a "myth." 

Scheff makcs similar and othcr points.~ Those labellcd mentally ill are "residual rule 
brcakers"-those who violate certain of society'S standards, not easily classificd into other 
types of deviance, i.e., not crimc, not bad manncrs. but something else. Though "residual 
rule brcaking" is quite prevalent in society, nevertheless only a few are labelled (especially 
the poor), but in an unprcdictablc fashion. so as to reinforcc or reward future and 
continucd rule breaking. Deviant roles are reinforccd by the mcdical model which often 
ignores the context under which thc rule-breaking occurred. The medical model fails 
to consider whether the behavior was precipitated by a family constellation, is a conse
quence of family dynamics, and so on. Instances of "residual rule breaking" whidl 
might otherwise be of transient nature are in various manners perpetuated and rein
forced into the lasting and more destructive role of mental illness. "Being mentally ill," 
in Scheff's view a sociological status. requiring a kind of systems analysis for its proper 
understanding. has been falsely transmuted into the pre,ence or absence of a certain 
kind of mental state or "mental illness." 

Sarbin providcs somc historical explanation of how the mental illness model arose, 
arguing that mental illness, if it can be considered such, is of a quite different logical 
status from any other sort of illness.a His analysis is historical and linguistic, in the 
R ylc school of British philosophy. He rejects the concept of "internal states of mind" 
as unobservables and as a diversion from causal factors in the external world. Further
more, the designation "mentally ill" is pejorative, a degradation. An emphasis on ab
normal mental states implies a discontinuous, rather than the more correct, continuous 
model of mental disorder. Sarbin's own view is that disordered conduct or mental illness 
"follows from, or is concurrent with attempts to solve certain problems generated in 
social systems." The best metaphor for mental illness is a "transformation of social 
identity." The emphasis here is again on mental disorder as behavior that fulfills a par-
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ticular type of role, a "degraded" one, usually granted or assigned (ascribed) rather 
than chosen (achieved). 

Other views relevant to the labelling perspective of disordered behavior are sum
marized by !'\ewbrough4 and in two collections of essays,ro.H the work of Akers, Becker, 
DeLamater, Erikson, Kitsuse, Lemert. Simmons, \Verthman, 'Vheeler and Cottrell. The 
work of two leading theorists will be mentioned. The position of Becker7 is theoretically 
perhaps the most extreme, albeit evincing a disingenuous moral neutrality. "[DJeviance 
is not a quality of the act a person commits, but rather a consequence of the application 
by others of rules and sanctions to an 'offender.' The deviant is one to whom that label 
has successfully been applied; deviant behavior is behavior that people so label." Becker 
directs the enquiry entirely away from the sources of the deviant behavior, the deviant 
perwn himself or his personality. The focus is to be entirely sociologic. a study of the 
process and decisions in the applications of labels. Probably more useful in thinking 
about mental disorder, howeHT, is Lemert's distinction between primary and secondary 
deviance. x Lemert distinguishes between the original behavior or act which violates some 
social norm. which may occur for manv differellt reasons. bllt which behavior is not 
fixed, nor does it imply a dedant status. Such rule-breaking behavior is common. Society'S 
response to the deviant behavior now becomes important. Public labelling. social penal
ties and rejection of potential deviallt may. in reciprocal action with new instances of 
de\·iancy. reinforce and engender a state of secondary deviance. "\Vhen a person begins 
to employ his deviant behavior. or a role based upon it, as a means of defense, attack. 
or adjustment to the overt and ('(wert problems created by the conse(luent societal re
action to him, his dedation is secondary." l\'ow there is stigmatizing, stereotyping, and 
the deviant is locked into a deviant role, with an accordingly changed self-image. 

The above examples and quotations give some idea of argumentation in this area. The 
writers deemphasize or reject the importance of "abnormal" mental states. or the pres
ence or ab,en[e of symptoms in the conceptualization of mental disorder. They stress in· 
stead the context of beh;nior. interaction betweell participants. co\'ert and overt. and espe
cially pro('{'ss. the process whereby one person comes to acquire a role or status vis-a-vis 

another. Societal reaction to the deviallt or mentally disordered person is stressed. 
rather than the person's psychological characteristics.\) The writers assume that deviant 
behavior. including mental disorder, is generally transiellt unless reinforced by stig
matizing labels. The escalating of norm-violating behavior into fixed roles is seen as 

secondary to self-fulfilling prophecies. Depending upon the writer, a substantial propor· 
tion, from all to a considerable proportion of the disorder is explained by societal re
action to the deviant or to his handling rather than by special characteristics or 
propemities of the individual himself.Io 

\"ithout question many of the,e arguments have merit. Reading of the cited works is 
a stimulating venture. The reader is struck by the apparent plausibility of the dialogue 
and the therapeutic hope of less pernicious outcomes were initially offending behaviors 
to be handled in less <,tigmatizing manners. The emphasis on process. interaction, and 
a "continUOI),;" model of mental di.'>onler has definite appeal vis-a-vis legitimate psychi
atric illtere,t in families. groups. and the community. 1\[oreo\'(')', especially in the case 
of one type of de\'iance, mental disorder, the disquieting thought occurs that the authors' 
positions are enhanced by the inability of the clinician, and even the psychiatric 
epidemiologist. to offer a fully acceptable or agreed-upon criterion for mental illness 
as counterweight to these argLlments.ll.I~ 

l\'everthele,s there must also be stated many reservations and difficulties with a labelling 
or "societal reaction" view of mental disorder. This paper will discuss some of these 
difficulties. intertwined with certain comments on the implications of labelling phenomena 
for research on the epidemiology of mental disorder. A final comment reinforces the 
need for thO'ie interested in law and psychiatry to hecome clear about the strengths and 
weaknesses of labelling theory. 
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I. Labelling theoTY has little 10 say abol/t the SOl/TCeS or callses of primary deviance, i.e., 
why does violation of grollp norms occllr in the first place, and why tor a given society 
or social class at a particular or a changing rate? Is this solely a function of the dif
ferential use and application of labels? \Vhy do some people commit deviant acts, or 
first exhibit "symptoms," while others do not? Among various of the above-cited authors 
appears the assumption that these initial acts are either random occurrences or transient 
events. Neither of these assumptions may be so. To the extent that mental disorder has 
a genetic basis,13 certain individuals may more likely be expected to exhibit symptoms 
than others, especially considering the more severe disorders, i.e. psychosis. To the extent 
that social structure or social organization influences or engenders behavioral or mental 
disorders, rates of such disorders will vary independent of labelling concerns.14,15 Also, 
the im'estigation of Eaton and 'Veil of the Hutterite population, where the application 
of stigmatizing labels would appear to have been at a minimum, did not find an 
absence of stable or continuing mental disorder among these people,lll "Core" disorders 
were readily identified and characterized among Hutterite individuals. The relatively 
high rate of recovered to active cases among the Hutterites would, however, give sup
port to labelling proponents about the perpetuation or exacerbation by societal reaction 
of the less severe cases of mental disorder. In summary, the first criticism of labelling 
theory is that the sources of primary deviancy are inadequately explained by this ap
proach, and not enough attention is paid to factors other than labelling which might 
account for the frequency of the~e disorders among different populations. There is evi· 
dence that stable disorders occur even in the absence of pernicious labels. 
2. Despite the attractiveness of labelling prose, there does not exist a body of empirical 
research clearly supporting these contentions. That this should be the case even in the 
field of crime and delinquency,17 where one would expect societal reaction to be a 
potent. variable in the production of careers. probably even more so than in the case 
of mental disorders, is striking. Furthermore, in the area of mental disorders per se, 
"'alter Cove has recently provided a critical discussion of the evidence for labelling 
theory.IH This author finds little to support empirically the position that mental hos
pitalization is mainly an example of secondary deviance. To the contrary, there is some 
evidence that the majority of persons who are hospitalized are indeed suffering from 
serious disturbances, and that considerable screening, other than the ritual application 
of stigmatizing labels, the above position of Scheff, does occur. Ritualization, when it 
occurs, occurs only at the end stages of the hospitalization process. Other sorts of evi
dence for labelling, the often quoted work of Rosenthal and Jacobson,l!! fails to con
stitute empirical evidence for labelling theory as the main positions of this school are 
summarized above. The Oak School experiments do provide some data on self-fulfilling 
prophecies, namely. that higher teacher expectations can in covert ways lead to in
creased performance of the children, higher I.Q. performance, better grades. In this work, 
however, the children themselves were neither stigmatized nor encouraged by the public 
application of certain labels. There is nothing in the work to suggest that there was 
induced in these children altered role performance, or that self-image was changed, 
consequent to public expectation. Also, in the area where the effect of a priori labelling 
might have been expected to be the greatest, the assignment of teacher grades at the end 
of the year, a much smaller experimental effect was noted. There were higher grade 
point gains for the experimental children in only one of eleven areas, that of reading-and 
this probably correlated with the increased I.Q. performance. Furthermore, not every 
researcher has been able to duplicate the "Pygmalion" effect. By Rosenthal's own count 
only 84 of 242 studies have been able to demonstrate such a positive effect of expecta
tions.~o 

Recent sociological research, that of Rosenhan,21 is now often cited as strong evidence 
that psychiatrists cannot distinguish the "sane" from the "insane" and, inferentially, 
that psychiatric diagnoses are meaningless labels which, rather than promoting under-
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standing, are dctrimental to paticnts. The attractiveness of this research to those critical 
of the "mcdical model" in p,ychiatry has been considerable, and, likc Eysench's well 
known but poorly researched and misleading 1952 article concerning the effectiveness 
of psychothcrapy,~2 the Rosenhan work is oflcrcd as "proof" for the labclling vicwpoint. 
If anything. howcver, Rosenhan's article is evidence to the opposite, namely that 
psychiatri,ts werc in timc clearly ablc to distinguish the "sanc" from the insane; further
morc. their initial mistakes were somewhat understandable given the social psychology 
of the admission situation and the dcsign of the research. Extensive and tclling criti
cisms of the Rosenhan rcsearch methodology continue to appear and should be con
sulte(I.~:l·~4 By contrast. the more tempered psychiatric research of Mendcl and Rapport 
does present empirical data of relevance to and in genuine support of labelling theory. 
These researcher, found that "to hospitalize a patient is a major decision which forever 
after changes the attitude of both the patient and those who care for the patient." A 
past hospitalization makes a present one more likely. Physicians responsible for hos
pitali/ation ,eem. unwittingly. to take this hi,tory into account. indcpendent of the 
number of symptom, and appareIllly even of the severity of the patient's present illness. 
This article docs support a view of the "career" patient. repeated hospitalization being 
as much a function of a patient'S prc\'ious patient status as it is the degree of present 
psychiatric disonler.2r, 

3. Labelling argumenb have been most strongly advocated by writers whose position 
appears to be that of some "sympathy" for de\·iance. at least for the view that deviants 
are often the victims of society and its ,tereotyping. ,\11 of the writers seem to imply 
that labels promote and reinforce continuing careers of deviance. On the other hand 
there is empirical eddence that the application of labels, if judiciously timed, can have 
just the opposite eflect. namely, acting as a deterrent to future deviance, as an inhibition 
towards the developmellt of future roles. 9 Thonell and Klemke summarize six lines of 
evidence to support this position. For example, the application of a criminal label, 
·\hoplifter." to the naive pilferer may deter such behavior in the future. 9 Labels may 
result in both positive and negative outcomcs depending upon the use and the impli
cations of the label. In the Hutterite population benefits-more attention, extra trips
accrue to cases of mental disorder. 1" There is also now some eddence for decreasing 
social distance between the general population and those who are mentally il1. 2G In
creasing willingness by the public to \'iew mental illness as "genuine" illness, rather than 
as deviance per .Ie. may bring certain operational benefits rather than stigma to the 
mentally disordered. The effectiveness of the A.A. (disease) approach to alcoholism 
might be mentioned here. A Congressman of the l1nited States recently absolved him
self on the basis of an alcoholic lahel. "I know that I am a well man as long as I do not 
drink and-with competent medical advice, and the support of friends, I will remain 
well.":!7 [,({lids 11111,11 /Jf' f'l l ftill({ln/ ill Inllls of Ih('ir ojJeralio//fli IIINlIlillg for thos!' who 

fire illiJf'lled. A major feature of the medical model. ignored by labelling theorists. is the 
benefit'> conferred by the sick role: absolution from blame, temporary suspension from 
normal responsibilities.!:! In community settings proper "labelling" permits the delivery 
of services and allows a monetary flow to perso/lS suffering from mental disorders. For the 
more severely ill the patient's evaluation of the benefits of hospitalization may out
weigh any stigma attached.2s It is premature to conclude that labelling is inherently 
stigmatizing or reinforcing of negative outcomes, as the labelling school often seems to 
imply, even in the case of mental disorder. This is an important point requiring more 
empirical work. The viability of a secondary pre\'ention model for mental disorder 
requires that the arguments of the labelling school be addressed. 
4. Some queries can also be raised about the' "continuous" model of mental disorder 
that is one feature of the labelling po,ition. This is a difficult area. The point is not 
to pit ;'denninger or Freud \'ersus Kraepelin, or even milieu therapy and psychodynamics 
versus a deficiency of neurotransmitters. However, though the "character of danger" 
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confronts us all, not all succumb. It is difficult to discount both the high frequency and 
the character of symptoms in some of the more severe disorders as not implying some
thing more than a "problem in living." Perhaps this is the view of the clinician rather 
than the behavioral scientist, the reification of an idea or one's own experience, but it 
may be unwise to dismiss prematurely that which is a "thing" about mental illness in 
favor of the "process" alone. The following dialogue is illustrative, a dialogue between 
Hannah Green, the author of I Never Promised You a Rose Garden, and her husband.29 
"What is your conception of mental health now?" H.G. "\Vow! What a question. In 
this case too. r don't really have an answer. The differences to me between mental illness 
and mental health arc matters of degree. The difference in degree is the difference be
tween a glass of water and the Atlantic ocean. The difference between sickness and 
health cannot he concei\·ed. From the most mundane things like having friends, the 
ability to hear and understand what people mean when they talk to you, to the most 
far out spiritual states. I think the differences are profound." Perhaps this statement 
amounts to no more than the declaration that "Some people are happier than others," 
but this simplification is moot. :\s an experimental statement, Mrs. Green's view may 
he contrasted with Szasz's above commentary on the psychotic housewife. Which is more 
true to the phenomena? To regard mental disorder, or being in a mental hospital. as 
mainly or no more than a "role" is to neglect the private pain of the mentally ill. 
Voluntary admissions to state hospitals continue to occur, even when policies about 
commitments change. T},t /II/Jelling posilion, il clln bt argued, ignores the severity of 
ill n 1'.\,\ , illlj)airmpnl, as onl' 11'11\' of /Jml'iding (lIl-off points between disorder and non
disord!'r. 
5. The labelling position implies a rather exclusive orientation towards individual or 
single role expectations. Labelers fail to enquire whether the multiple "roles" that a 
person may occupy may reflect some underlying unit, disunity, health or disorder. Con
sistency of behaviors in the spectrum of anti-social behavior, for example, does give a 
kind of convergent validity to the notion of an underlying anti-social personality dis
order. Here the reference is to the early identification, alcoholism. histories of criminal 
arrest, poor automobile driving records, frequency of divorce, poor military histories, 
etc. of some persons.~o Vaillant, et Ill .. in longitudinal follow-up studies of college men 
report evidence for a concept of good and less than good mental health over the life 
span, i.e., in physicians, problem~ of life adjustment occurring prior to medical school 
were found later to be associated with the so called "occupational hazards" of medicine: 
poor marriages, use of drugs and alcohol. histories of psychiatric care,~l Patients even 
when discharged to the community do not neces~arily acquire new "roles," do not 
necessarily cease to manifest disturbed behavioral impairments of mental state which 
came others to distance themselves from them.~~ To foclIS all single roles therefore is to 
filii to ash t},p qUellioll, is I}, 1'1'1' a }'c(lIl 10 the orlopus! Is t},l'I'e (onvergent validity to 
I},I' conrl'/Jt of II1l'nllll disordl'l' !'ithl'l' }'ori:olllllll", or 1I/011g the life IIrc? To understand 
these collSistencies of behavior under labelling theory we must assume that reinforcing 
of one role, stigmatization in one area, induces enduring role changes in multiple other 
areas; in other words, to be "mentally ill" is a "~raster Status" which overrules all 
other of a person's attributes. Again this assumption may have some validity and cer
tainly requires more empirical study. The above sorts of examples do need to be 
explained more coll\'incingly if these consistencies of behavior are not to be regarded 
as evidence against the theory. 
Ii. From the perspective of psychiatric epidemiology, practical and theoretical, appears 
another particularly vexing criticism of the labelling arguments. Any investigation of 
the rates or sources of mental disorder with respect to individual stress, social disorganiza
tiOIl, or cultural strain requires that psychiatric or mental disorder> be open to detection, 
characterization, classification, and quantification independently of these last concerns, 
For example, editing of protocols (removal of social data) from information on the 
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individual symptom patterm was a part of the methodology of the best-known studies of 
mental disorder (,did-Town, Stirling County) which tried to characterize both enyiron
ment and setling, If psychiatric disorder is to be defined or recognized only illSofar as 
it recei\c, a label. then research on unrecognized or untreated disorder he comes a 
theoretical imp<mibility, There could, by definition, and to he consistent, be no existing 
case, of cO\crt Of unlabelled mental disorder. To introduce a study of the labelling 
process as a jJ!lrt, rather than ini/e/Jl'lIriently of a thorough characterization of the dis
order itself vitiates any attempts to statistically inter-relate these phenomena against 
some third hackdrop, ,\dditional disCll'>sion of this point is to be found in editorial com
nH.'nt in r;xplol'lltior/.' ill Social PI),cliiiltry,:14 

There is furthermore some related theoretical argument about the conceptual ade
quacy of labelled di,ofder ;" a hypothetical comtruct in the area of mcntal di,order. 
J)ohrellwend and J)ohrenwcnd discuss the prohlem of the e,tahlishill/4 of construct validity 
lor thc conccpt of mcntal disorder, and critici/e to somc extent the w,c of symptom pat
term by the cxi,;ting epidcmiolog'ic 'itlldie":l,, Their argllmcnts have some merit and call 
hc cqllally applicd to a COII'>trllct of mcntal disordcr which relies heavily on the lahelling 
fralllework, Is the lahelling proce" itself. or the cO\crt comlllllnication of role expect a
tioll'>, lll'CeS'>arily any more replicable, ob,en;lille, (Onsiqent, or subject to rules of infer
elHe than is the more traditional concept of mental di,order, which includes symptoms, 
the expres'iion of ,uhjccti\'(~ distJ'C'>'i, or ncn certain typcs of verhal bchavior, i,e .. rder
cnce, hy pat iC11t s to lIoll-existellt phcllomc'lIa' From an operatiollal per'pect ivc the 
labellillg po,itioll seem, to offn ollly o Ill' method to cst;lhli,h the presence or absence of 

the hypothetical COlIStruct (dC\iance): it exists if it i, lahelled, Either there is OtiC 

method to study the "trait" mental disorder. this method tautological (deviallce is what
e\'er i, lahelled such). or else it mmt be ar/4ued that there are an infinity of methods, 
a different method lor each alld ever}' instance of the application of the label. l'\either 
of these pmitiollS i, at all satisfactory, It ([jJ/)(,(lrs thllt il Il'Olild Ill' l'en- difficliit to estab

Ii 11, mllstmel ;'([lidity fIJI' II 1([IN'liilli!, (()1ICt'pt of ml'ntlll t!isIJrt!r:r, as these validity 
scarclH''i arc recommended by Campbcll ;1Il(\ Fiske,:ll> \\'ilh only olle method to assess 
the PIT'iCllCC or absence of Ihe dison\cT it would appcar impossible to set lip heteromelhod
heltTotrail triangles, COllld there thell be genuine di.scriminant validation? !I'hal, I){'sides 

tl/(, tri;'illi. "'Olllt! IN' thl' (I) II (('jJI 11111 rliffnl'lI(('I among IIIl'ntlll riisordf')', crillll', bad 

1111111111').1, socilll IIndl'limiJility, 1'Ir. 1 Studying or validating a concept of melltal disorder 
under the labclling rubric become'i essentially a quantification of method variance rather 
than a ,carch for \ aliditv or relia hilit y across variollS methods of trait ascertainment. 
\\'hC'thn or lIot a label has bcen applied to a melltal disorder is ollly olle criterion by 
whi(h 10 assess ils Ilrt',ellCl' ()r s('\'crity, Looking at snnptOim. looking at distress. looking 
at rok fllnctiollin/4 or at biological \;triables (sleep. catecholamines) are other methods 
which (all IJt~ correlated with the pre,ellce Of absence of labels to better estahlish con
strllct \alidit\, for the COIICt'lll of mCIItal disorder. Sole, or C'\Tn major. reliance on the 
labellillg })('I"pecti\t' in thc ellicidation of mcntal disorder may not rcsltlt in any sounder 
thcoreticd comtntCl'i than arc 110\\' :I\'ailable, In fact the entire cnquiry would be 
triviali/cd, 

The abO\c criticisms do not of cour,e mean that the labelling' perspective docs not 
ha\'e ,ome \'aliditv. nor that this point of \'iew shollid be neglected in future research 
into tite nature of mental disorder. In particular the labelling arguments have some of 
the following implicatiollS for futllre psychiatric work, 
I, ;\Iorc det:liled in\Tstigatiom of the type recently reported by Barbara Dohrenwend 
should be encollragl'{!.:;' If. for example. transicnt stressful events occllr more freqllently 

in the lower social clas'ies. we need to kllow whether these ('\Tllls provoke episodes of 

melltal disordef or in fact become themseh'es "labelled" as e\'ents of mental disorder. Do 

the Ilature and frequency of such events vary by social class or as a fUllction of some 
other variable, i,e .. social organizatioIl~ Are such events interpreted. handled or labelled 
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in differing ways depending upon the social setting-and if so, why? How does the 
subjecti\'e response accompanying stressful events vary from group to group, or does it? 
I s this respolISe a function of the past or present usc of labels or the structure of senti
mellts within the group? 

') 'rhe field of p""ychiatric cpidclniology requires IneticulollS investigation of the natural 
history of melltal disorders, as well as additional cross-sectional studies, Though incidence 
studies arc more cumbersome than prevalence ones, and in some ways less useful, there 
remaim the methodologi( challenge to perform such studies, Better understanding of 
whl'lI and how IIlcntal disorders begin or end might give a bettcr theoretical and prac
tical undcrstanding of these disorders, understanding which might counter certain 
labelling argumcnts, Construct validity would be strengthened by more predictive power, 
as this is ;I\ailable as a fUllction of the knowledge of natural history, In particular such 
studies challenge our nmology, J.; acute, short-duration schizophrenia, American type, 
equi\'alent to sthi/ophreniform illnes" European type~ Studies of duration of illness 
mav dll(idatc this t\pl' of question, ;1', well as illustrate the dIccts, if any, of labels on 
t he nat ural history of the di,onler. 

:L III future field or community ,tudies of the prevalence of mental disorder in relation 
to social structure, the labelling arguments should be more clearly addressed, This 
might be accomplished, for example, by regarding the usc of labels as one of the com
munity sentiments, ,\dmini,tration of the Starr ill\'elltory or profile~H to a probability 
sample of the community or to wmmunity leaders might be worth doing as a comple
ment;lr, ill\'estigation to participant olm'nation anthropology, As a reliability check on 

protocols, rather than psychiatrist inter\'iewing participants, participants might con
versely rate protocols. Protocols of some experimental subjects might be blindly eyaluated 
by other subjects in the stuely 10 get a better sense of the use of labels and the present 
IInden,tanding of. and attitudes toward~, divlI"der in the experimental ,etting. The 
jlurpDse of the lahel and the \',tIue orientation of the lahellers are important factors of 
the \ariance in understanding the meaning of a label in a given setting, Researchers 
sholild thelllsehcs be more specific about these point~ in presenting their own methodology 
and dcfinitiom of mental disorder. Thi, is part of the "new politics," 
-I. {' ntil ,ome of the above issues are hetter understood, there should be continuing 
suspicion of the usc of "in-treatmellt" stati,tics within the field of psychiatric epidemiology, 
To the extent that labelling arguments are correct, these statistics may in fact reflect 
only method yariance-and not the true frequency or severity of mental disorder within 
the community. 
5. Ideally, of murse, there should be fostered experimelltal studies, with randomized 
assignIllellls, wherein labels gi\'en to \'arious disorders at the time of their earliest mani
festation \'ary by protocoL It has been noted above that there is an absence of experi
mental studies to jmtify the yigor of the labellist prose, Diiferelltial treatment regimens 
in fact include the use of a label for a giyen regimen. Experimentally some early dis
orders ,hould he gin'n no lahel at all. and the course of "treatment" or handling should 
he no treatment at all. The labelling argllIllents proyide some of the strongest theoretical 
jllstification that the best "treatment" for certain statistiutIly unlikely behaviors may be 
no treatment at all. rather a "benign neglect." Attempts to do this experimentally will 
of course neyer be precisely "no treatment." Other more "active" treatments will con
tinlle to be sought by some of thme who receive the "no treatment" regimen, Neverthe
less alternative labels-and conceptualizations-other than the "illness" metaphor deserve 
their chance in the future understanding of the nature and treatment of mental disorder. 

Law, Psychiatry and "Labels" 

I t is beyond the intention of this article to document the specific impact of "labelling" 
arguments upon the area of law and psychiatry, Suffice it to say, partly based upon 
labelling prose, major critiques can be and have been levelled at the worthwhile ness of 
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any fonn of involuntary psychiatric treatment, the extent of legal protections neces
sarily required to defend those "labelled" as mentally ill from the remainder of society, 
the admittedly deplorable stigmatization of the mentally ill via preemployment screen
ing requirements, and the existence of the insanity defense or the incompetency to stand 
trial plea.:lH Psychiatry, in the words of one leading jurist a "bafiling field"39 rather than 
a medical discipline, at least from the standpoint of law, is argued to have as its subject 
matter not mental iIlJle" but "legal fiction."~O Scholarly, influential law review articles 
argue that "[p]sychiatrists ... employ the words 'mental illness' but do so not to describe 
a medical condition but rather to achieve social purposes."~n Only physical abnormalities 
and diseases are to count as legitimate illnesses. The citations supporting these views are 
the usual ones to Szasz. Scheff, and similar thinkers. If psychiatric diagnoses are neither 
reliable nor valid, but are instead mere "labels." carelessly and inconsistently applied to 
'>ocially deviant behavior. then of course courtroom prediction and courtroom diagnosis 
should cease immediately.41 

Other recent examples from the legal and sociological literature concerning the inter
section of labelling theory. law and psychiatry could be offered. but the above should 
suffice. Critical discussions of the worthwhileness of psychiatry for the law often present 
"labelling" arguments as established truth. anti as devastating to traditional psychiatric 
theory concerning the existence and nature of mental illness. the utility of the "medical 
model." and the potential expertise that psychiatrists might bring to the legal process. 
Considering the qualifications regarding labelling theory presented above. continuing 
critique and analpis are nece'>Sary to place in perspective both the strengths and the 
weaknes.'>es of this approach. An uncritical acceptance of labelling arguments might pro
mote premature and misleading closure to current key dialogues in law and psychiatry. 
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